National Deep Submergence Facility:!

Alvin, Jason & Sentry!

Background
The National Deep Submergence Facility (or NDSF) manages and operates
the U.S. submersible Alvin, the remotely operated vehicle Jason/Medea, and
the autonomous underwater vehicle Sentry. All are capable of reaching 6000
meters (DSV Alvin cannot yet until battery technology improves).
These deep submergence vehicles are renowned for advancing deep sea
research, e.g. the discovery of hydrothermal vents.
However, the NDSF and its vehicles also play a major role in
interdisciplinary oceanography, from studying the relationship between
nearshore and deeper water processes to assessing the impact of
anthropogenic activities (such as mapping the fate of oil released after the
Deepwater Horizon accident). History has shown that NDSF vehicles have
frequently played a major role in advancing oceanographic research.
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DeSSC new user Program (Grant Writing)
Proposal contains many items. We will discuss the major items for the actual science.
Project summary (1 page) contains 3 items: Overview, Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts
Proposal (15 page limit) - Self-contained general plan of work including broader impacts
References
Biosketch (2 page limit per PI)
Budget (per year and total) / Justification (3 page limit)
Current and pending support
Facilities (PI’s University; used to assess adequacy of resources available)
Supplementary Documentation – ship time request form is here
New NSF budget requirements were initiated in January, 2015

Project Summary
Intellectual Merit of proposed research should indicate Hypothesis Driven Research
Example: title “Pyrite nanoparticles are a kinetically stable iron source to the ocean”
1) To demonstrate that hot waters, with varying Fe and H2S concentrations from hydrothermal vents
around the world, contain significant quantities of nanoparticulate pyrite (FeS2), which incorporates
other metals, and of other nanoparticulate metal sulfide phases (e.g.; CuFeS2 ,CuS, Cu2S).
2) To document that nanoparticulate FeS2 is resistant to oxidation and thus able to be transported long
distances from the vent source.

Broader Impacts resulting from proposed activity:
Enhancing the field through transformative science, and benefits to education and outreach.
Example:
Research on the existence and stability of metal sulfide nanoparticles from hydrothermal vents is lacking
and is a necessary first step to understand the importance of vent-derived Fe and other materials for
ocean biogeochemistry. The persistence of nanoparticles in the deep ocean beyond plumes and to
remote areas of the ocean likely has major impact on the chemical budgets of Fe and other metals
(Cu, Zn, Ni, Co), which are potential limiting micronutrients and are used in enzyme systems by
biological organisms. FeS2 nanoparticle stability, mobility and eventual decomposition will have
important implications for primary and bacterial production in the oceans as well as the oceanic
budgets of these and other non essential metals, which form sulfides (e.g.; Pb, Cd, Hg).
The PI will train one Ph.D. graduate student. The PI is committed to active involvement in numerous
educational and public outreach activities and will have K-12 teachers involved with the project
including one participating on the cruise as in past work. Outreach activities include a 15 minute
highlights HD video of the field program, a web site that will discuss the work and a study program
in local Delaware environments with local high school students using their own school built ROV.

DeSSC new user Program (Grant Writing)
The idea for the proposal is key!
When developing the proposal. Will it be?
Individual PI (you alone which is rare) or
Collaborative (Good to work with someone with experience if you have no prior experience)
Need to know what data (real time) and samples are required to be successful in attaining objectives.
What assets are necessary from NDSF to obtain them?
More than one asset needed? (e.g., Alvin / Sentry are autonomous) (Jason – tethered to a ship)
How do you determine the asset?
E.g., water depth working range [6000 meters; less than 4500 meters (Alvin’s present rating)]
hours on bottom needed (Alvin – 6 hours per day; JasonII – days; Sentry –1 to 2 days)
type of work [multi-beam, biological sampling, (geo)chemical sampling, etc. and combinations]
How many dive days are needed to accomplish the work?
Figure weather days; technical issues! You may not get the asset at the time of the year you desire.
Ship time request form is submitted as SD in the proposal.
If NDSF does not have the ancillary equipment (sampling gear, sensors, etc.)? What to do? User supplied!
Find someone who has the equipment, sensors and collaborate.
Borrow.
Develop it yourself (OTIC?).

Telepresence enabled research
In recent years high bandwidth telecommunications have been used, particularly in ocean
exploration, to bring the immediacy of discovery to the widest possible community.
The oceanographic fleet is being downsized and the new Ocean class ships (Sally Ride and
Neil Armstrong) will have less berths for scientists (24 instead of 32). Up to 10 berths are
required for ROV Jason II leaving 14 berths for scientists. Thus, not all people involved with
a project may be able to be aboard ship.
Two-way telecommunication requires more funds to insure that the proper high bandwidth
telecommunication system is available for HD video and communication so scientists in the
research team back at the lab can see the research and discoveries in real time, and then
actively participate in decision making regarding field research priorities. This will enhance
the intellectual capacity to achieve the desired end-products for the project.
Costs for Telepresence can be substantial and have to be added to the cost of the research
grant. Discuss with NSF program Director and Brian Midson before submission.

Ocean Sciences Meeting 2016 session ED001: "Accessing the Deep Ocean From Higher
Ground: New Advances in Telepresence-Enabled Research”

Budget (per year and total) / Justification (3 page limit)
For preparation, need start/end dates of project
Who will do the work (when and where)? – give specifics for each team member
Faculty salary – no more than 2 months summer salary allowed per year under GPG basic guidelines with
the exception of certain specific program solicitations.
Grad Assistants – high or low tuition, percentage of effort and length of time
Professionals/Technicians – names if known, percentage of effort
Undergraduates/wage payroll – need hourly rate and number of hours
Equipment needed to do the research that the PI does not have at present.
Supplies & Expenses: laboratory, shipboard, also some NDSF assets charge for steel weights (Alvin).
Shipping Costs! Agent costs!
Outreach costs!
Travel: domestic & foreign to meet the ship, conferences, etc.
Justification – no more than 3 pages allowed
1. Breakout of large expenses in categories, ie: materials/supplies, travel, equipment, etc.
2. Include budget notes for fringe benefits, tuition (if applicable), and F&A rates

Ship time request form I

Ship time request form II

NDSF assets normally need 4
days for MOB and 4 days for
DEMOB.
Good idea to add these in
anyway. MUST do it for use of
ships without NDSF assets.

Post Cruise Assessment Form (PCAR)

Post Cruise Assessment Form (PCAR) II

NSF Reports
Annual Reports on nsf.gov discuss many topics
accomplishments
goals met
problems
outreach
personnel
etc.
Final “Annual” Report
Final Outcomes report for public dissemination

